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Dear Reader,
The last newsletter announced a few significant events going along with the Florentine
month of mathematics put in place by Enrico Giusti. Two of these events will be here
reported.
The first one concerns the exhibition. It is located in the center of Florence, in a part
of the Medici-Riccardi Palace, close to the Lorenzo Church and to the Duomo. The entrance is located via de Ginori, 14. Just in front of the entrance, you can savor delicious
ecological ice-creams.
Six supplementary names have been added to the list of exhibitors one can find in
the ESMA catalogue: two Italian artists (Athenos and Simonetti), three French artists
(Apikian, Belic, Donmoyer), and a Russian artist (Koleychuk): http: // im-possible.
info/ english/ art/ sculpture/ vyacheslav-koleychuk. html . We are indebted to
David Apikian who lent us the remarkable Koleychuk work for this exhibition: a holographie cube appears in the usual space from a set of lines and circles engraved on a metallic
sheet.
Given all the constraints one encounters, it is always a difficult task to place artworks in an art gallery to the satisfaction of everyone. Given these constraints, among
which the weight of the works carried up to Florence, is that of time. I of course tried
to do my best. Please be indulgent: the result is not optimal, but nevertheless acceptable and pleasant - but looking first at http: // www. math-art. eu/ Documents/ pdfs/
Florence/ Florence2016. pdf you might already have your own feeling and opinion
The second event concerns my own lecture. What its content could be? It had to be
given in the excellent French Institute of Florence. Enrico and I would like to thank again
the Institute for their warm and efficient hospitality.
The Institute mainly welcome young students and their professors from all over Europe
who are somewhat interested in French culture and art. Since most of the public could a
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priori be somewhat involved in mathematics, the administration of the Institute was not
expecting a large audience. But Enrico managed so well that around one hundred people
came, among whom mathematicians. Though I had the pleasure to receive some thanks,
my talk was far from being perfect, in particular because I lectured in French which was
bit by bit translated into Italian. I would like to thank the audience for their patience
and their indulgence. One can read the complete content of the lecture on our website:
http: // www. math-art. eu/ Documents/ pdfs/ Florence_ Conference_ 2016. pdf . I
thank you in advance for any comments.
Best wishes,
Claude

Palazzo Medici
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